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QUESTION 1

A company uses BizTalk Server 2010 to receive electronic orders from multiple customers. You have schemas for all
the order formats that the customers send. You need to create a business process that handles an incoming order. You
create a canonical schema that represents an order. You also create an orchestration that handles an order of the
canonical schema. 

What should you do next? 

A. Create maps from each of the customer order formats to the canonical schema. Create a receive port and location
and bind the port to the orchestration. Use the maps on the receive port. 

B. Create maps from each of the customer order formats to the canonical schema. Create a send port and bind it to the
orchestration. Use the maps on the send port. 

C. Create maps from the canonical schema to each of the customer order formats. Create a send port and bind it to the
orchestration. Use the maps on the send port. 

D. Create maps from the canonical schema to each of the customer order formats. Create a receive port and location
and bind the port to the orchestration. Use the maps on the receive port. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing a BizTalk Server 2010 orchestration that processes messages received from the BizTalk FILE
adapter. You need to retrieve the original file name of the message and store it in a variable named FileName for future
processing. 

What should you do? 

A. Inside a message assignment shape in the BizTalk Orchestration Designer, use the WSS.Filename context property
to assign the FileName variable. 

B. Inside an expression shape in the BizTalk Orchestration Designer, use the LEGACY.FilePath context property to
assign the FileName variable. 

C. Inside a message assignment shape in the BizTalk Orchestration Designer, use the BTS.MessageType context
property to assign the FileName variable. 

D. Inside an expression shape in the BizTalk Orchestration Designer, use the FILE.ReceivedFileName context property
to assign the FileName variable. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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You are developing a BizTalk Server 2010 solution that has two orchestrations, A and B, that exist in different projects.
A message sent between the orchestrations has a promoted property named OrderID that can be used as a unique
identifier for the message. The two projects must remain independent from each other. Updates are made to
Orchestration B to ensure that the output message promotes the OrderID property when it publishes the message. You
need to enable Orchestration A to send a message to Orchestration B and receive a message back when Orchestration
B finishes. You create a correlation type on the OrderID property and a new correlation set in Orchestration A. 

What should you do next? 

A. Set the Send shape in Orchestration A to initialize the correlation set. Set the Receive shape in Orchestration A to
follow the correlation set. 

B. Reference the Orchestration A project from the Orchestration B project. Create a new correlation set in Orchestration
B by using the correlation type. Set the Send shape on Orchestration A to initialize the correlation set. Set the Receive
shape on Orchestration B to follow the correlation set. 

C. Reference the Orchestration A project from the Orchestration B project. Create a new correlation set in Orchestration
B by using the correlation type. Set the Receive shape on Orchestration A to initialize the correlation set. Set the Send
shape on Orchestration B to follow the correlation set. 

D. Set the Receive shape in Orchestration A to initialize the correlation set. Set the Send shape in Orchestration A to
follow the correlation set. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A BizTalk Server 2010 application is designed to receive a file from a customer. The customer periodically updates the
file on an FTP site. The file has a name that never changes. You have been given read-only permissions to the site. You
need to create a receive location that detects when the file has been updated and then retrieves it. You use the BizTalk
Administration console to create a receive port. 

What should you do next? 

A. Create an FTP receive location with the site and credential information. In the FTP adapter properties, set the Delete
After Download property to Yes and set the Enable Timestamp Comparison property to Yes. 

B. Create an FTP receive location and set the Target File Name property to *.*. 

C. Create an FTP receive location with the site and credential information. In the FTP adapter properties, set the Delete
After Download property to No and set the Enable Timestamp Comparison property to Yes. 

D. Create an FTP receive location and set the Mode property to Passive. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A BizTalk Server 2010 orchestration consumes a Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) service. A
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request-response call to the WCF service is made inside a non- transactional scope. The scope has an exception
handler that has its Exception Object Type property set to the type of the fault operation returned from the service. The
handler receives the fault message. The WCF service throws a typed fault exception named WidgetException. You
need to extract the exceptions detail node from the fault message. 

What should you do in the WCF send port configuration? 

A. Set the Propagate Fault Message option to True. Specify the source of the outbound WCF message body by
selecting Template. In the XML expression box, enter the XML of the WidgetException message. 

B. Set the Propagate Fault Message option to True. Specify the source of the inbound BizTalk message body by
selecting Path and entering the XPath expression for the WidgetException node. 

C. Set the Propagate Fault Message option to True. Specify the source of the inbound WCF message body by selecting
BizTalk Request Message Body. 

D. Set the Propagate Fault Message option to True. Specify the source of the inbound BizTalk message body by
selecting Envelope (soap:Envelope). 

Correct Answer: B 
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